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1 
This invention relates to color photography, and 

more particularly to a process of producing multi 
layer color negatives containing masking images 
for color correction purposes. 
In the production of color prints from multi 

layer color negatives, the color negative consists of 
yellow, magenta, and cyan images in the different 
layers. The cyan image represents the red, the 
magenta image the green, and the yellow image 
the blue record of the original subject. Color pos 
itive prints or transparencies may be obtained 
from such color negatives by direct printing onto 
a multi-layer color positive ?lm or paper, or by 
making color separation negatives which are used 
for making the color positive prints. These color 
negatives do not as a rule, completely satisfy the 
spectral requirements for trichromatic color re 
production. For instance, the magenta colored 
image, formed by the imposition of green light 
upon the green sensitive layer, records the green 
densities. This image should transmit the blue 
and the red primaries, completely. To the extent 
to which it absorbs blue light, it superimposes a 
pattern of the green densities upon the blue, with 
consequent color falsification. This color falsi 
flcation makes itself manifest when the color 
negative is to be printed. That part of the ex 
posure which is due to blue light, and which should 
form a record only of the image in the yellow 
layer in the negative, forms a record of the yel 
low image admixed with the record of the 
magenta. The image in the blue sensitive part 
of the copy material is, therefore, very impure, 
and serious color degradation results. , 

It is possible to overcome this defect if pro 
cedures are devised to register a pattern of the 
magenta dye image, equal in intensity to the 
degree to which the magenta dye absorbs blue 
light, but opposite in character, with the yellow 
dye images. In a similar manner the cyan dye 
image can be corrected for its blue absorption. 
These procedures produce masks or modifying im 
ages which can be yellow in color, as suggested 
by the prior art, or they can be a neutral gray, 
composed of dye or silver. 
Numerous methods have been proposed for 

making corrections in these dye images. Gener 
ally, these methods are characterizedby the fact 
that the mask is on a separate piece of film, and‘ 
must be registered with the original by manual 
or mechanical means. 
registry arising from the dimensional variations 
of ?lm as it ages, and problems of de?nition aris- , 
ing from lack of optical contact between original 
and mask, Newton rings, etc; It is desirable,‘ 

This creates problems of‘ 
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2 
therefore, to have the mask integral with the 
original. To accomplish this, it has been proposed 
to place an auxiliary emulsion layer within the 
pack in which the mask could be formed. While 
this gives a desirable result, it introduces com 
plications into the structure and the preparation 
of the monopack material. Since the masking im 
age is opposite in character to the one that it is 
desired to modify, emulsions with special prop 
erties have to be used. 
To eliminate this complication, it was: proposed 

in British Patent 541,266 to utilize the residual 
silver-halides in the emulsion after the latent im 
age has been processed to a dye image, and to 
convert the residual halides, after a proper ex 
posure, into a silver mask. The procedure dis 
closed, to accomplish the formation of a mask, 
was to treat the ?lm, after negative color develop 
ment, in a bleach bath to convert the silver to 
silver chloride, to remove the silver chloride by 
treatment with ammonia or ammonium sulfite, 
then to expose the residual silver bromide to white 
light, and develop in an M. Q, developer that‘ 

When processed in this yields a silver image. 
manner, there are formed silver images in each 
of the layers of the color ?lm. This may be de-. 
sirable under certain conditions, but for certain 
purposes the presence of a mask representing an’ 
image of the yellow dye pattern is harmful and‘ 
undesirable. This was recognized by the British' 
patentee and he specifically states in his speci-1 
?cation that the bleach, to be used in effecting a‘ 
conversion of the silver to silver chloride, must be 
of such a mild nature that it does not destroy 
the color sensitivities of the green and red sensi-‘ 
tive layers. After treatment with such a mild, 
bleach solution, it becomes possible to selectively 
expose the red and/or green sensitive layers, so 
that masking images may be formed only in these 
layers. ‘ v , 

The restriction to a bleach so mild that it does 
not destroy the color sensitivity of the green and, 
red layers, severely limits the operator using the 
material and the ‘manufacturer who makes it. 
The patentee cites a number of sensitizing agents. 
that could be used, which will not be destroyed by 
the extremely mild agents he mentions. But, gen 
erally, subjecting an optically sensitized ?lm to the 
action of an oxidizing agent reduces the color 
sensitivity of that material almost to the vanish 
ing point. To effect a selective exposure in the 
green and red sensitive layers would require such 
long durations as to make the procedure imprac~ 
tical unless special sensitizers be used which are‘ 
not so affected. 
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It is, therefore, an object of the present inven 
tion to provide a method for obtaining dye images 
in multi-layer photographic color negative ma 
terials that contain, at the same time, masking 
images composed of silver which correct for the 
color de?ciencies of the dye images. 
A further object is to provide a method for ob- I 

taining color corrected color negati-vema-teri'als 
wherein the color correction is integrallyivbound 
with the dye images, 
Other objects and advantages of this invention 

will be apparent by reference to vthe foregoing 
speci?cation, in which its preferred details and 
embodiments are described. 
The foregoing objects are accomplished by ?x 

ing an exposed and developed photographic color 
negative ?lm for a period of time ranging ‘from 
1/2 to 21/2 minutes, in a bath consisting of the 
following composition: 

Ammonium or sodium thiosulfate__grams__ 100 
Sodium sulfate ___________________ __do____ 100 
Water to make ___________________ __liter__ '1 

All of the silver-halides remaining in'the up 
permost (blue sensitive) layer are removed, 
leaving intact the'silver-halides in the other two 
layers. The sodium sulfate reduces the penetra 
tion of thethiosulfate and limits its action to the 
uppermost'layer. The ?xed ?lm is washed in 
water followed by a bleaching treatment, which 
converts ‘the metallic silver in all‘three layers'to 
silver chloride. Thesilver chloride thus formed 
is'then removed by bathing the bleached film in 
a saturated aqueous solution of ammonium, 
potassium, or sodium sul?te, ammonium‘ chloride, 
ammonia or other'inorganic agent that di?er 
entially removes silver chloride from a mixture 
of silver-halides. The processing of the ?lm up 
to this point must be e?ectuated in complete 
darkness, after which a ‘yellow safelight may be 
employed. 
The silver-halide remaining in the ?lm has 

considerable sensitivity to blue light, though 
practically none to green or red light. By ex 
posing the ?lm for one minute to thelight of a 
500 watt lamp,iat a distance of. several feet,>the 
exposure being made either through the back or 
'throughthe front, the silver-halides within the 
magenta and cyan layers become-idevelopable 
by means of a black andwhitedeveloper into 
masking silver images whose gradation is con 
trolled by the degree of ?nal development given, 
The overall ‘density of the masking images is 
controlled by the length of the-exposure given the 
?lm,~j-ust prior to- development, which must, of 
course, be carried out in darkness-though yellow 
safelight illumination is permitted. 
Theiprocedure as outlined. above comprises the 

following steps: 
1. Exposure of the color negative ?lm. 

1:2. Development of the latent images with a 
color developer. 

: 3. Continued development of vthe ?lm with a 
sul?te-containing black and white developer to 
achieve gamma in?nity in all three layers. Al 
though the continued black and white develop 
ment may be optional, its inclusion, however, is 
desirable since it controls the quality of the ?nal 
masking image. ‘ 

4. ‘Fixation by controlled diffusion of the resid 
ual halides in the top or blue sensitive layer of 
the ?lm. _ 

Conversion of all the silver negative images 
and any other silver such as thecolloidalsilver 
that may be present in the yellow ?lter and anti 
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4 
halation layers, into silver chloride by any bleach 
bath which does not impair the dye images al 
ready ‘present. 

6. Differential removal of silver chloride, 
7. Exposure of the ?lm to a controlled quantity 

of white light. 
8. Development of the masking images by 

means of a normal black and white developer 
containing sufficient amounts of an alkali sul?te 
to prevent‘the formation of stain. 

9. Fixation of'unused silver bromide. 
10. Washing and drying. 
It is also possible to effect a non-color selective 

‘masking image 'in'the cyan and magenta layers 
by meansother than that of exposure and de 
velopment. For example, after the completion 
of ‘Step 4, in the above procedure, the ?lm can be 
bathed with a 1% aqueous solution of potassium 
or sodium iodide. This solution converts the 
residual silver-halides in the green and red sensi 
tive layers into silver iodide, whichv will act as a 
mask. To achieve a more opaque image, the 
iodide bath may be replaced by a sul?de bath of 
the type used to formsilver sul?de images,such 
as a 1% solution of sodium sul?de. After con 
version to iodide or sul?de, the ?lmv is treated 
with a solution or solutions that will convert the 
silver present in the negative, ?lter, or anti-hala 
tion layer, to a form which is soluble in hypo, so 
that salts like silver ferrocyanide, silver chloride 
or bromide, can be readily removed before any 
action on the iodide or sul?de becomes evident. 
A bleach bath such as: 

Potassium ferricyanide ________ __-_;'grams__ 40 
Sodium bromide___e _____ __~ _______ __do__-- 100 

Water to make __________________ __'_liter__ 1 

will convert the silver to silver bromide without 
affecting eitherisilver iodide or silver sul?de to 
any appreciable extent. 
The alternative procedure as outlinedabove, 

comprises, in addition to the ?rst four preceding 
steps, the following steps: 

5. Conversion of the residual silver halides in 
the green and red sensitive layers to silver iodide 
or silver sul?de. 

6. Conversion of the negative and any other 
colloidal silver to a silver-halide or ferrocyanide. 

7. Fixation of all reformed silver salts in the 
?lm. 

8. Washing and drying 
The foregoing description of our invention will 
be more apparent from the following examples 
which are set forth merely to illustrate and 
should not be construed as a limitation thereof. 

Example I 

A multi-layer photographic color ?lm such as 
prepared according to United States Patents 
2,179,228; 2,179,239; 2,186,849; 2,220,187; and 
2,357,388, was exposed to a colored object and 
then developed for 15 minutes in a color developer 
of the following composition: 

Diethyl amino aniline __________ "grams." 1.5 
2 - Amino - 5 - diethylaminotoluene mono 

I-Icl _________________________ __~_gram_v_ 1.0 
Sodium sul?te ___________________ __do____ 0.5 
Sodium carbonate ______________ __grams__ 67.5 
Potassium bromide ______________ __do____ 2.5 
Hydroxylamine HCl ______ _'____»_~___gram__ 0.5 
Water to make ___________________ __liter__ 1 

This development resulted in the formation of 
negative silver and color images at the exposed 
portions of the multi-layer ?lm. The color de 
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veloped‘: "?lm: ‘was "then i shortestoppe-d? in. a....1i%-v 
solution of acetic. ‘‘ acid ‘containing 111%. , sodium 
acetate, washed for l0.minutes,wandl theni?xed 
for 11/2- minutes inta solutionof.theuiollowing. 
composition: 

Sodium thiosul'fate _____________ _;grams__ 100‘ 
Sodium. sulfate i(dehydrated) ______ __do____ ‘100 
Water to make__' _________________ __liter‘__ '1 

By this ?xing treatment. the. residual ‘silver- 
halides. inthe uppermost; blue sensitive layer were 
removed. The‘ silver-halides the remaining, 
layerswerenot. materially affected. In this fix 
inggbaththeiunction of the sulfate; istoprevent. 
the: rapid, diffusion .of the ?xing bath- into‘the 
depth of the?lm. Any-otheragent, such- as:a1-~ 
cohol, glycerin, sugar, “etc, which. function inlike 
manner, can beused. 
The -. ?xed ?lm was ‘then; washed toremove 

excess. ?xing; bath and.‘ all. the. metalliasilver. in 
all. the layers, wasrcon-verted into silver; chloride 
by bathing» in. asbath. of; thefollcwing composi 
tion: 

Potassium ferricyanide ___________ __grams__ ‘50 
Sodium chloride ___________________ __-d'o~____ ‘50 
Water to make ___________________ __‘liter__ 1 

Thableached. ?lm was washed in running wa 
tor for 5 minutes and the silver chloride formed 
in. the bleaching bath was removed by bathing 
in a. concentrated solution of sodium sul?te. The 
concentration normally required may vary from 
10%; to saturation. Thepreferred concentration 
ofthesodiumsul?te, however,,is 20 % ., 
At this, point the ?lm contained a dyedmage in 

each of the 3, emulsion layers. In the cyan and 
magenta, layers there were alsopresent, besides 
the. negative dyeimages, positive silver-halide 
images other than of silver chloride. The silver 
halide images in the latter layers cannot be de 
velopedunlessexposed to. light prior to. develop 
ment. 
The treated. film was washed in running water 

for several minutes and exposed to the light of 
a 500 watt lamp at adistance of 5. feet,.for, a, pc 
riodof 1 minutes The exposed ?lm was devel 
oped in a hour-staining, black and white‘devel 
oper of thefollowing. composition: 

Hydroquinone ____________________ -gramsn 50' 
Sodium sul?te_____v _____ _._,_,_____,___,___do__,__ 30 
Sodium carbonate ______ ______,____,,_,__do_,_,__, 25 
Potassium bromide ____ __,______ ______ __do>____r_, '2 

Water to make ____ __ _______________ "liter" ‘1 

The developed?lm wasthen washed, ?xed,..and 
dried in anormal manner. 
During the black and white development the 

exposed silver-halides present in theicyan and 
magenta layers were reduced. to :metallic. silver 
thereby forming in each such layer a neutral tone 
masking image composed of metallic silver .to 
provideforcolor correctionin printing. 

Example II 
Example I was repeated with the exception 

that after color development, the ?lm was fur 
ther developed in a non-staining black and white 
developer such as: I 
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Pyrogallic acid __________________ __grams__ 5 
Sodium sul?te ____________________ __do____ 80 70 
Sodium carbonate _________________ __do____ 10 
Potassium bromide ________________ __do____ 2 
Water to make ____________________ __liter__ 1 

ornanyi other; known non-staining black and white 

developer.. This development ‘was ‘carriedjonztd 
gamma in?nity (the-highest obtainablecontrast; 
of‘ a ?lm) so thatall exposed; silver-halidegrains. 
were developed. 
The colored andblack and white developed ?lm. 

was then differentially ?xed and processed 
through to completion in .the manner. set forth 
in Example I. This. procedure hasthe advantage 
over the .procedurein Example I in‘that itxre 
moves all danger of ‘having a. residual, negative 
silver image developed in the ?nal or ‘masking. 
development, since all. silver-halide unexposed; inv 
the ?rst exposure, is exposed and. convertedxto 
metallic. silver thereby. 

Example III 

Example I was repeatedup to and‘ including the 
differential ?xation of the image‘ layers following 
color development. Thev ?lm was washed in run 
ning water for 10. minutes, andthen subjected to 
the action of a 1%‘_ solution of potassium iodide, 
for a period of 10 minutes. In this treatment, 
the positive silver-halide images, present, in the 
cyan and, magenta layers, were converted into 
silver iodide, which is stable and non-sensitive 
to the actionof light. 

All the metallic silver, present in the various 
layers, was then converted into a silver salt, such 
as silver ferrocyanide, by the. action of a 10% so 
lution of potassium ferricyanide. Instead» ofem~ 
ploying aqueous solutions of potassium ferri 
cyanide, as‘ the ‘oxidizing agents, other‘solutions 
of the commonly known oxidizingagents which 
convert the silver to‘ a silver salt other than sil- 
ver iodide, may be used, such as, for example, 
ferric chloride, copper sulfate in the presence‘of 
bromide or chloride ions, and the like. The 
bleached ?lm was washedin running water for 
several minutes and; treated with a normal ?x 
ing bath for 5 minutes, washed, and then dried. 

In the normal ?xing bath, the rate of ?xation 
of the silver salts, such as silver chloride, silver 
bromide, silver ferrocyanide, and the like, is so‘ 
much greater than the» dissolution of silver iodide 
that to all intents and purposes, the action can 
be considered as affecting only the/silver chloride, 
silver bromide and- silver ferricyam‘de, thus leav 
ing the silver iodide image substantially unim 
paired. 
By this means, the silver iodide positive images, 

in the cyan‘and magenta layers, serve as mask 
ing images in the same manner as the silver im 
ages of Examples I and II. 
The procedure, of the foregoing example has 

the advantage in that it cuts down the number 
of processing steps and reduces the time of proc.-. 
essing. 

Obviously, the practiceiof the present invention 
is, not to be limited to the processing of multi 
layer photographic color ?lm of the type set 
forth in .the examples. Multi-layer photographic 
?lm such as prepared according to United States 
Patents 2,269,158.; 2,266,443; 2,272,191; 2,284,877; 
2,289,803; 2,304,940; 2,311,020; 2,350,380; 72,397, 
864-5-6 and 7, and the like, can alsobe processed 
into color negatives containing masking images 
in accordance with the present invention. Var 
ious other modi?cations will occur to those skilled 
in'the art which, however, do not depart from 
the spirit and nature of this invention, and we 
do not intend to be limited in the patent granted 
except as required by the ‘following claims. 
We claim: 
1. In the production of subtractively colored 

positives with correction ‘ printing masks, in 
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tegrally bound therein, for multilayer ?lm having 
silver halide emulsion layers being respectively 
sensitized to the blue, green, and red regions of 
the spectrum and arranged so that the blue sen 
sitive layer is the top layer with a yellow col 
loidal silver ?lter layer between the top blue 
layer and middle green layer, said sensitized 
layers containing color formers capable of pro 
ducing dye images complementary in color to the 
one for which the layer is sensitized, by exposing 
the said multilayer ?lm to a colored object and 
color developing the same, the improvement 
which comprises developing all layers of the said 
color developed ?lm by a single development 
in a developer incapable of coupling with the color 
former in the layers for a time suf?cient to bring 
the development to gamma in?nity, selectively 
?xing the residual silver halides in the blue 
sensitive layer, bleaching the metallic silver in 
all layers including the ?lter layer to silver chlo 
ride at the same time so as to destroy the green 
and red sensitivities of the middle and lower 
layers, removing the silver chloride thus formed, 
exposing the residual silver halides in the green 
and red sensitive layers to white light, and de 
veloping the thus exposed silver halides in a 
black and white developer and removing the 
residual silver halides by ?xing. 

2. In the production of subtractively colored 
positives with correction printing masks, inte 
grally bound therein, for multilayer ?lm having 
silver halide emulsion layers being respectively 
sensitized to the blue, green, and red regions of 
the spectrum and arranged so that the blue 
sensitive layer is the top layer with a yellow 
colloidal silver ?lter layer between the top blue 
layer and middle green layer, said sensitized 
layers containing color formers capable of pro 
ducing dye images complementary in color to the 
one for which the layer is sensitized, _by exposing 
the said multilayer ?lm to a colored object and 
color developing the same, the improvement 
which comprises developing all layers of the said 
color developed ?lm by a single development in 
a developer incapable of coupling with the color 
former in the layers for a time sufficient to bring 
the development to gamma in?nity, selectively 
?xing the residual silver halides in the top blue 
sensitive layer with an aqueous solution contain 
ing hypo and a member selected from the class 
consisting of alkali sulfates, water miscible alco 
hols, sugar and glycerin, bleaching the metallic 
silver in all layers including the ?lter layer to 
silver chloride with an aqueous solution contain 
ing sodium chloride and an oxidizing agent so 
as to destroy the green and red sensitivities of 
the middle and lower layers, removing the silver 
chloride thus formed with a solvent for said sil 
ver chlorides selected from the class consisting 
of alkali sul?te, ammonium chloride, and am 
monia, exposing the residual silver halides in the 
green and red sensitive layers to white light and 
developing the exposed silver halides in a black 
and White developer to produce positive silver 
images of neutral tone in the green and red sen 
sitive layers, and removing the residual silver 
halide by ?xing. 

3. In the production of subtractively colored 
positives with correction printing masks, inte 
grally bound therein, for multilayer ?lm having 
silver halide emulsion layers being respectively 
sensitized to the blue, green, and red regions of 
the spectrum and arranged so that the blue sen 
sitive layer is the top layer with a yellow colloidal 
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silver ?lter layer between the top blue layer and 
middle green layer, said sensitized layers con 
taining color formers capable of producing dye 
images complementary in color to the one for 
which the layer is sensitized, by exposing the said 
multilayer ?lm to a colored object and color 
developing the same, the improvement which 
comprises developing all layers of the said color 
developed ?lm by a single development in a de 
veloper incapable of coupling with the color 
former in the layers for a time su?icient to bring 
the development of gamma in?nity, selectively 
?xing the residual silver halides in the top blue 
sensitive layer with an aqueous solution con 
taining hypo and sodium sulfate, bleaching the 
metallic silver in all layers including the ?lter 
layer to silver chloride at the same time so as to 
destroy the green and red sensitivities of the 
middle and lower layers with an aqueous solu 
tion consisting of sodium chloride and potassium 
ferricyanide, removing the silver chloride thus 
formed with an aqueous solution of sodium sul?te, 
exposing the residual silver halides in the green 
and red sensitive layers to white light and de 
veloping the exposed silver halides in a black and 
white developer to produce positive images of 
neutral tone in the magenta and cyan layers 
and removing the residual silver halide by ?xing. 

4. In the production of subtractively colored 
positives with correction printing masks, inte 
grally bound therein, for multilayer ?lm having 
silver halide emulsion layers being respectively 
sensitized to the blue, green, and red regions of 
the spectrum and arranged so that the blue sen 
sitive layer is the top layer with a yellow col 
loidal silver ?lter layer between the top blue layer 
and middle green layer, said sensitized layers 
containing color formers capable of producing 
dye images complementary in color to the one for 
which the layer is sensitized, by exposing the 
said multilayer ?lm to a colored object and color 
developing the same, the improvement which 
comprises developing all layers of the said color 
developed ?lm by a single development in a de 
veloper incapable of coupling with the color 
former in the layers for a time sufficient to bring 
the development to gamma in?nity, selectively 
?xing the residual silver halides in the top blue 
sensitive layer with an aqueous solution contain-7 
ing hypo and a member selected from the class 
consisting of alkali sulfates, water miscible alco 
hols, sugar and glycerin, bleaching the metallic 
silver in all the layers including the ?lter layer 
to silver chloride at the same time to destroy the 
green and red sensitivities of the middle and 
lower layers with an aqueous solution containing 
sodium chloride and an oxidizing agent, remov 
ing the silver chloride with a solvent for said 
silver chloride selected from the class consisting 
of alkali sul?te, ammonium chloride, and am 
monia, exposing the residual silver halides in the 
green and red sensitive layers to white light, de 
veloping the exposed silver halides in a black and 
white developer to produce positive metallic sil 
ver images in the magenta and cyan layers, and 
1tlllien ?xing, washing and drying the developed 
m. 

5. In the production of subtractively colored 
positives with correction printing masks, inte 
grally bound therein, for multilayer ?lm having 
silver halide emulsion layers being respectively 
sensitized to the blue, green, and red regions of 
the spectrum and arranged so that the blue sen 
sitive layer is the top layer with a yellow colloidal 
silver ?lter layer between the top blue layer and 
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the middle green layer, said sensitized layers con 
taining color formers capable of producing dye 
images complementary in color to the one for 
which the layer is sensitized, by exposing the said 
multilayer ?lm to a colored object and color de 
veloping the same, the improvement which com 
prises developing all layers of the said color 
developed ?lm by a single development in a de 
veluper incapable of coupling with the color 
former in the layers for a time su?‘icient to bring 
the development to gamma in?nity, selectively 
?xing the residual silver halides in the top blue 
sensitive layer with an aqueous solution contain 
ing hypo and a member selected from the class 
consisting of alkali sulfates, Water miscible alco 
hols, sugar and glycerin, bleaching the metallic 
silver in all the layers including the ?lter layer to 
silver chloride at the same time to destroy the 
green and red sensitivities of the middle and 
lower layers with an aqueous solution containing 
sodium chloride and an oxidizing agent, di?eren 
tially removing the silver chloride with a solvent 
for said silver chloride selected from the class 
consisting of alkali sul?te, ammonium chloride, 

10 
and ammonia, exposing the residual silver halides 
in the green and red sensitive layers to white 
light, developing the exposed silver halides in a 
black and white developer containing su?icient 
amounts of sul?te to produce positive metallic 
silver images in the magenta and cyan layers, 
and then ?xing, washing and drying the devel 
oped ?lm. 

HAROLD C. HARSIH. 
JOSEPH S. FRIEDMAN. 
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